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SURVIVAL
¿How do the poor people survive in the midst of this world
lockdown that has even the remote rural areas we have been
working in?
 
In scriptures the choosing of the 7 deacons was specifically
for the taking care of the widows in an equative manner. To be
a widow in those times was particularly difficult. Yet in the midst
of a very difficult culture of women and especially widows find
an act of incredible generosity and faith in a poor widow who
put her two last copper coins in the “offering plate” of the temple
(Mark 12.42-44). Many have preached this passage in
reference to generosity but as fiercely independent Americans
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we may miss the communal aspect of culture that is present.
Hidden in this passage of scripture but very visible in the poor
areas of Santiago are two very powerful elements of poverty. 
 
Poor people will share from the little that they have. Part of this
is a generosity that springs from the little that they have, but
another part of it comes from that sense of community that
expresses that we are in this together. Some people call this
compassion, and in some ways it is, but there is also a sense of
solidarity that comes from being part of a larger group that is
living in the same context and the same situation. 
 
I have been friends with Esteban and Noni Luna for years and
have mentored and helped them in many different ways as they
first served in a rural setting and then when they started a
church plant in their own home in one of the poorer
neighborhoods of Santiago. When quarantine was declared in
Santiago, everyone was sent home and police blocks
established everywhere controlled people from moving around.
Immediately the poor parts of town began struggling, as most
are day laborers who have no savings whatsoever. 
 
What pastor Luna did immediately is start two soup kitchens in
very marginal areas giving children and sometimes adults a
warm meal with a peace of bread once a week. As a par-time
municipal employed he was under the threat of loosing his
municipal job if he was stopped in the street. Yet he faithfully
gets on his on his bike and with his wife and son have sneaked
around to feed over 200 kids! Once the churches resources ran
out, they don´t even have a finished building, donations from
the food bank and individuals have helped them continue with
the warm meals.

 
Another example is Montse Abregu who in her years of
studying psychology helped establish with some classmates a
center to help children with their education in a marginal part of
town. Left on her own she has continued the task and has also
been able to gather food donations from different people and
has been helping families on a regular basis.
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Lee and Regina Bloch Converge colleagues of ours in Brazil
who have started a Covid-19 Southern Cone Relief Fund that
we will be participating with. If you are interested in supporting it
the project number is 450103. 
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Please pray:

For a travel permit for Ana
who traveled to
Catamarca for her fathers
funeral 40 days ago and
has not been able to get
permit to return home.
For creativity with social
media for effective
outreach and for helping
and sustaining the local
leadership.
That we can establish
once and for all small
home groups, one of
those cultural resistances
we have struggled with.
For our finances as we
know the whole world is
suffering and that our
supporting churches are
suffering too.
Within the new vision that
Converge has
established, the Southern
Cone Initiative is looking
to establish gospel
movements among the
least reached of southern
Brazil, Argentina and
Uruguay. Focusing on
urban large urban centers
of 1 million inhabitants.
Pray for guidance for what
our part  we are unsure of
what our part will be in
this initiative and what this
will entail for us.
For our children as third
culture kids who struggle
with identity and purpose.
My mother will soon be
97! Pray she will stay
healthy until our precious
savior calls her home.
For Anas brother and
sister who have never met
the Lord.
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[Quoted text hidden]
-- 
In HIS grip,
Phil. 3:12
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